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Limelight Networks faced these main challenges:

Legacy System

Administrative Burden

Limelight Networks is a premier content delivery network (CDN) service provider that enables organizations to deliver 
faster websites, more responsive applications, the highest quality video, and consistent game and software downloads to 
any device.   

People were constantly banging their heads against certain parts of our system. One of those area was the 
previous CPQ tool we were using. Because of the third-party proprietary nature of that tool not integrating 
with Salesforce, the continual back-and-forth, the long turnaround times in the old CPQ tool was challenging 
for our business.

Limelight Networks was using BigMachines as their CPQ solution. The proprietary nature 
of that system meant that integrating with Salesforce was dif�cult.

Fully utilizing the legacy system was not an option. This placed a large administrative 
burden on the team, costing time and causing frustration.
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Implementation Simplus implemented Salesforce CPQ in a short 8 week time frame.

Product Bundles, 
Rules & Options

Simplus implemented a suite of product bundles, product rules, product options, and error 
conditions to meet Limelight’s requirements.

Custom Pricing Simplus con�gured hundreds of pricing rules, conditions and actions.

Custom Quote Templates Simplus created 4 custom quote templates with 156 total sections to allow for conditional 
terms and speci�c legal language for different requirements.

Approval Processes Simplus created 4 approval chains with approval rules, designated 25 approvers and created 
4 Visualforce email templates for approval emails.

Process Automation Simplus created 5 separate Process builder records to handle and enforce a variety of 
business logic and ensure correct guidelines were met.

Testing & Training Simplus provided extensive training and support during the user acceptance training portion 
of the build.

Anyone who is responsible for the vital success of an enterprise project would be well served to engage 
Simplus.

Simplus is truly a �rst rate organization that mitigates risk in big league ways to assure success of your 
important CPQ project. Any fears you may have of embarking on a CPQ transition will certainly be quelled 
by selecting a solid Simplus team!

The Results
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